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IN BRIEF: 

To support the rollout of multi-application chip cards, Visa Europe is introducing new 
requirements and recommendations regarding application selection functionality at 
transaction acceptance devices (TAD). These are detailed in the document ‘Visa 
EMV Application Selection Requirements and Recommendations’ available on Visa 
Online: 
https://www.eu.visaonline.com/eu_BusinessPublications/download.asp?file=pdf6003663130
231960000 
 
The new requirements for application selection apply to all TAD deployed in 
countries where Visa SimplyOne cards are already in market, or where 
commitments to issue in significant number by the end of 2012 have been received: 
Finland, France, Italy, Turkey and the United Kingdom.   
 
As these new requirements and recommendations improve transaction speed when 
multi-application chip cards are used, their implementation at all TAD throughout 
Europe is strongly recommended in line with other regular device software updates.   
 
The implementation dates in the targeted countries above are:  
 
• 1 March 2013 for new TAD deployed 
• 1 March 2015 for all TAD in the market 

ACTION REQUIRED: 

Acquirers in Finland, France, Italy, Turkey and the United Kingdom are asked to 
review and implement all new requirements related to application selection and 
consider implementation of all recommendations.  
 
Acquirers in all other markets are recommended to implement all requirements and 
recommendations as best practice.  

 

https://www.eu.visaonline.com/eu_BusinessPublications/download.asp?file=pdf6003663130231960000
https://www.eu.visaonline.com/eu_BusinessPublications/download.asp?file=pdf6003663130231960000


 

Background 
As the EMV infrastructure reaches maturity across Europe, Members are 
increasingly investigating customer-facing innovations made possible by chip 
technology.  One such innovation is multi-application chip cards combining more 
than one way to pay on a single card; for example, credit and debit. 
 
However, testing throughout Europe has shown that cardholders are not always 
offered the choice between the various applications on a multi-application chip card. 
Furthermore when a choice is given, it is sometimes presented in a confusing way, 
which slows down the transaction process.   
 
To address these issues and to optimise the acceptance and user experience of 
multi-application chip cards now and in the future, Visa Europe is publishing new 
requirements and recommendations for application selection at TAD. This work is 
the culmination of detailed testing, analysis of industry rules and consultation with 
Members, device vendors and payment application software providers, among 
others. 
 
The new requirements and recommendations set a baseline standard for the 
functionality and design of EMV device interfaces at the point-of-application 
selection. They ensure a choice is always offered to cardholders using a multi-
application card and that the cardholder is able to see which application is being 
used for the transaction. To limit development costs for merchants and acquirers 
and make allowance for domestic requirements, some of the application selection 
functionalities are framed as requirements, while others are recommended as best 
practice.  
 
A high level summary of the new requirements is provided in Table 1 of Attachment 
I.  
 
The detailed requirements and all recommendations are available in the document 
‘Visa EMV Application Selection Requirements and Recommendations’ available on 
Visa Online: 
https://www.eu.visaonline.com/eu_BusinessPublications/download.asp?file=pdf6003663130
231960000 
 

Applicability and effective date 
The new application selection requirements apply to all TAD deployed in Finland, 
France, Italy, Turkey and the United Kingdom. These are countries where Visa 
SimplyOne cards, the business-to-business name of Visa Europe’s multi-application 
card offering, are already in issuance or committed to be issued by the end of 2012.  
 
The implementation dates in these targeted countries are with effect from:  
 

• 1 March 2013 for new TAD deployed  
• 1 March 2015 for all existing TAD in the market 

 
All new application selection requirements and recommendations help to achieve a 
fast and consistent user interface, beneficial for merchants and cardholders. The 
adoption of the requirements in the countries other than those listed above and the 

https://www.eu.visaonline.com/eu_BusinessPublications/download.asp?file=pdf6003663130231960000
https://www.eu.visaonline.com/eu_BusinessPublications/download.asp?file=pdf6003663130231960000


 

adoption of all the recommendations in all markets, even if not mandated, is 
therefore highly recommended in line with other regular device software updates.  
 
As commitment to issue Visa SimplyOne cards is obtained, the new requirements 
will be mandated for other countries with appropriate implementation dates. 

Acquirer and merchant impact 
For devices that do not support all or some of the required or recommended 
application selection functionality, development will be required at the 
acquirer/merchant software level, with the following impacts: 
 

• Re-testing with the Visa test tool Acquirer Device Validation Toolkit (ADVT) 
may be necessary, depending on the number and type of changes 

o The use of version 6 of the ADVT, with cards suitable for testing 
these requirements, was mandated from 1 November 2010 for all 
new ADVT tests 

o The publication date for the updated ADVT User Guide, providing 
test case definitions for these requirements, is Q1 2011 

• A delta evaluation from an approved PIN Entry Device (PED) laboratory for 
PIN Transaction Security (PTS) may be needed, if the required changes 
impact the firmware of the PED 

o All changes made to optimise application selection should be 
developed as part of a secure software development process 
consistent with the Payment Application Data Security Standard (PA-
DSS) and must not introduce any new vulnerability into the TAD, 
which could result in the exposure of sensitive account data 

 
Software changes to support application selection as required/recommended will 
likely not require EMV kernel changes and related new EMVCo type approval.   
 
Non compliance to these new rules in markets where they are mandated will 
automatically put the acquirer under the Chip Interoperability Compliance Program 
and require correction to the devices affected.  

Summary  
Acquirers are recommended to implement all new application selection 
requirements as summarised in Attachment I and detailed in the document ‘Visa 
EMV Application Selection Requirements and Recommendations’ available on Visa 
Online at: 
https://www.eu.visaonline.com/eu_BusinessPublications/download.asp?file=pdf6003663130
231960000 
 
For acquirers in Finland, France, Italy, Turkey and the United Kingdom, this is 
mandatory.  
 
Implementation of all recommendations related to application selection is also 
strongly advised as it promotes transaction speed at point-of-transaction, which will 
become increasingly important with the growing number of multi-application chip 
cards projected.  

 

https://www.eu.visaonline.com/eu_BusinessPublications/download.asp?file=pdf6003663130231960000
https://www.eu.visaonline.com/eu_BusinessPublications/download.asp?file=pdf6003663130231960000


 

For more information 
If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Visa Europe 
Customer Support on your country-specific number or e-mail 
customersupport@visa.com.  
 
 
 
 
Mariano Dima  
Executive Vice-President 
Marketing and Payment Solutions 
 

 

mailto:customersupport@visa.com


Attachment I 
The table below provides a high level summary of the new requirements for EMV application selection support. Existing related requirements 
are also listed, with indication of changes when appropriate. (The new application selection requirements and recommendations are 
supplementary to EMV and other current Visa specifications.)    
Beyond those requirements, several recommendations beneficial for consistency and transaction speed are also made. For example, it is 
recommended that when presenting an application for choice to the cardholder, the application name be accompanied by a number so that the 
cardholder is able to select the desired application using the corresponding numeric key on the TAD PIN pad. This method of choosing an 
application allows fast selection with a single key press - compared, for example, to a ’scroll and select’ method that requires two key presses. 
This time saving will be of benefit to the acquirer/merchant. 
  
Please ensure you read the detailed requirements and recommendations in ’Visa EMV Application Selection Requirements and 
Recommendations’ available on Visa Online: 
https://www.eu.visaonline.com/eu_BusinessPublications/download.asp?file=pdf6003663130231960000 
 

Existing requirements Revised requirements summary 

Application 
selection 
support 

The TAD must 
support application 
selection. Automatic 
selection and 
’selection by 
confirmation’1 is 
permitted.  

 
1. By ’selection by 
confirmation we mean 
when only one option 
is offered to the 
cardholder at a time. 
If accepted (or 
’confirmed’) by the 
cardholder, the 
transaction proceeds 
with that application. 
If not accepted, other 
available 
application(s) are 
then offered one by 
one for selection. 

Except in the exceptions cases listed below, if more than one application is mutually supported by the card and the TAD, the TAD: 

 Must not automatically select an application. 

 Must always present to the cardholder a choice between (but not exclusively) all mutually supported Visa applications.   

• Must present as many options as possible on one screen display (that is, selection by confirmation is no longer permitted).  

o When not all options can physically be presented on one screen, clear prompts must indicate how to see any choice not visible on the first 
screen.   

• There are six types of transactions when the terminal is exempted from presenting all applications for choice:   

1. Contactless transactions: automatic selection is mandatory for contactless transactions.  

2. Chip-initiated transactions that occur as a result of a contactless transaction which require completion in contact chip mode: the application used 
for the initial contactless transaction should automatically be selected during the subsequent contact chip transaction. 

3. Transactions on devices that are currently exempted by Visa rules from use of a PIN Entry Device (currently road and bridge tolls, some 
vending machines and unattended devices in parking environments). On those devices, automatic selection of the primary application is 
permitted.  

4. Transactions with Visa cards that, under conditions agreed with Visa, also contain non-Visa payment applications which are considered 
’equivalent’ from a cardholder’s perspective (i.e. co-badged cards).  When that is the case, Visa rules allow a TAD to not display all applications 
and recommends presenting for cardholder choice only one of the ’equivalent’ applications in order to not confuse the cardholder. That is, the 
TAD may explicitly pre-select which of the equivalent applications to present to the cardholder for choice. If such a ’pre-selection' is performed, 
the equivalent application which has the highest priority indicator on the card is the one that must be presented for choice to the cardholder.  

5. Transactions at an ATM where the cardholder performs multiple operations with a single account (for example, checking the balance and 
making a cash withdrawal): the ATM is permitted to re-select the application used in the first part of the transaction.  

6. Transactions where a TAD supporting a selectable kernel configuration has restarted a transaction after cardholder selection has already taken 
place, in order to try to complete a transaction using another kernel configuration allowed by Visa: the device may automatically re-select the 
application that was selected in the first place.   

https://www.eu.visaonline.com/eu_BusinessPublications/download.asp?file=pdf6003663130231960000


 
Existing requirements Revised requirements summary Comments 

Receipts  The Application Identifier 
(AID) must be printed on 
the receipt. 

Must be printed on the receipt: 

• The full Directory File (DF) Name of the application  

• The application name (Application Preferred Name or Application Label, as per 
EMV specifications).  

The DF Name is longer than the AID alone 

 

Use of chip data 
and routing 
decision  

Application selection must 
be performed using chip 
data (not magnetic stripe 
data) and before routing 
decision. 

No change.   Many ATM acquirers read the account number on the 
magnetic stripe of the card upon card entry and use 
this number for routing. It is the number in the chip 
data of the selected application that must be used for 
routing; therefore application selection must be 
performed before routing decision.  

The routing/processing network used is not required 
to be the same as that of the application chosen. For 
example, where it is established practice to route to a 
local network even when a Visa application is 
selected, this practice can continue. 

Display of 
application 
name(s)  

All applications must be 
presented in order of 
priority as encoded in the 
chip and with the 
‘Application Preferred 
Name’ or ‘Application 
Label’, as per EMV 
specifications. 

No change This is a reminder of current EMV specifications.  

New requirements Comments 

Merchant 
interface 

The merchant interface must not be enabled to allow the merchant to select the application on behalf of the 
cardholder.  

The application for choice must be presented only on the cardholder display; it must not be visible on the merchant 
display.   

N/A 

Restricted use 
of the ’Cancel’ 
key 

The ’Cancel’ key must not be used as part of the process of choosing an application (including as a way of 
switching between screens).  

Many merchant TAD use the ’Cancel’ key to prompt 
display of other choice(s) beyond the one displayed 
on the first screen. This is confusing to cardholders 
who believe it will end the transactions.  

Display at PIN 
entry  

The selected application must be displayed at PIN entry to give the cardholder the opportunity to see which 
application is actually being used for the transaction.  

N/A 

 




